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Dr. Brown’s Lawyer Complains to Governor
about Actions of Police Officer
Readers should recall that in
February 2017, several medical
files belonging to patients of
Brown-Darrell Clinic and Bermuda
HealthCare Services, the two
medical clinics owned and operated
by former Premier, Dr. Ewart
Brown,
were removed by the
Bermuda Police Service from the
premises of Brown-Darrell Clinic
in Smith’s Parish.
Last year October, spokesperson
for the patients, Ms. Wilma Fubler
said that the patients were “up in
arms” as their files had not been returned and they had been informed
that the Bermuda Police Service
may be attempting to examine their
records without their permission.
Apparently this is exactly what has
happened as the letter below from
Dr. Brown’s lawyer, Jerome Lynch
to His Excellency the Governor
indicates. Mr. Lynch also sent a
similar letter to the Director of Public Prosecutions, Larry Mussenden.
“……..we were very concerned
to learn that on 5 October 2018, CI
Tomkins approached a patient of
Bermuda Healthcare Services and
the Brown-Darrell Clinic at the
patient’s place of work and without any advance notice. CI Tomkins
requested a conversation in private
and proceeded to make several allusions to the fact that the patient’s
file was in the police’s possession

January 21, 2019
Your Excellency,
Investigation into Dr. Ewart BrownBPS misconduct
We represent Former Premier
Dr. Ewart Brown. Our client is a
medical doctor and the owner and
operator of successful medical clinics
in Bermuda. He is the subject of a
and commented on the state of the longrunning investigation by the
patient ‘s health,” wrote Mr. Lynch Bermuda Police Service (“BPS”)
in the letter dated January 21, 2018. into the operations of those clinics.
“Clearly making use of the patient’s It is in that context that we write to
discomfort at being confronted you to express our grave concern at
with a police officer with at least the use of sensitive patient inforsome knowledge of confidential mation by a senior member of the
and highly sensitive information Bermuda Police Service (“BPS”) in
about the patient’s health CI Tom- order to put pressure on a potential
kins proceeded to elicit information witness. We are also concerned at
concerning the steps taken by the the possibility that the officer acted
patients affected by the BPS’ seizure in violation of Orders of the
of Bermuda HealthCare Services Supreme Court made in the context
and the Brown-Darrell Clinic.”
of a pending judicial challenge of
Below is the letter from Mr. Lynch the lawfulness of the seizure of
to the Governor in its entirety:
such information. We have direct
evidence that Chief Inspector
January 21, 2019
Grant Tomkins approached one
patient of Dr. Brown’s clinics in the
His Excellency Governor John context of the BPS’by now grossly and
Rankin CMG
abusively lengthy investigation into
Governor’s Office Hamilton
Dr. Brown and used references to
11 Langton Hill
the patient’s seized medical file in
Pembroke H.M13
order to elicit information.
Bermuda
(continue on page 4)
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Finance Minister Dickinson
Presents Pre-Budget Report

get report explains the factors driving
the Government’s fiscal policy decisions
while giving everyone the opportunity
to make their views known.

On Monday, January 21, 2019, the
Minister of Finance, the Hon. Curtis
Dickinson issued the Government’s
Pre-budget Report in advance of
the 2019/2020 Budget.
Minister
Dickinson said that the document will
provide everyone with an opportunity
to understand the focus of the next
Budget and to allow us to hear from you,
from the people of Bermuda.
“We encourage everyone once they have
read the Pre-Budget Report to submit
their
thoughts, recommendations
and concerns by email to openbudget@gov.bm and to attend the public
meeting that will be held,” said the
Finance Minister.
The Minister said that in keeping
with the PLP’s 2017 General
Election Platform pledge on openness
and transparency, the budget process is
clear and transparent and the Pre-bud-

“We anticipate that this report will give
the public a better understanding of
our aims and objectives as well as encourage debate on the budget strategy
and how effectively it copes with current economic and social priorities,”
continued Minister Dickinson. “This
report will also provide an opportunity for stakeholders such as business
and social groups to understand and
comment on options for the next budget. This can give stakeholders confidence that the administration’s budget
policies are grounded in longer-term
fiscal and budget strategies.”
The Finance Minister promised a series
of meetings in the coming weeks with
members of the International Business
community, the Chamber of Commer,
local businesses as well as the Trade
Union Congress leaders.
“Once the consultation period
has ended, on 31 January, we will
evaluate all responses we have
received as we finalise the Budget. On
Friday 22 February, I will deliver the
2019-2020 Budget Statement in the
House of Assembly,”concluded Minister
Dickinson. “The goal of the 2019 Budget
will be to ensure that all Bermudians
benefit from our economy’s success
while we grow Bermuda’s economy.” n

Union Corner
Magic 102.7 FM
An interactive radio show
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HAPPY NEW YEAR

Lots of Friendly Fire
Aimed at PLP
In my opinion, the friendly fire being used on Facebook and other social media sites by some people who
were at one time PLP supporters
is doing nothing to move the party
forward. For those who don’t know
that term “friendly fire” is defined
as “the firing of weapons from one’s
own forces or those of an ally especially when resulting in the accidental death or injury of one’s own personnel”. Daily I see PLP members
and supposedly supporters using
friendly fire to destroy the party, in
particular our Premier, David Burt.
Recently, one PLP member who admitted to me that he was a Branch
Executive wrote the following on
Facebook: “David Burt can you
explain to us why you feel Bermudian entrepreneurs need foreigners to
come in here and “teach us” about
a market that should be developed
here locally without competition
from a Billionaire company in our
own land? And can you explain
to me why a government that was
elected on the basis of vilifying and
riling so hard against the OBA for
putting Bermudian know how second, can justify bringing foreigners
in to do EXACTLY that?
“Clearly, you are obtuse concerning
the optics of you shaking the hands
of white men who are now Billionaires from legal Marijuana and making them first in line to make money
and set up business in Bermuda over
those who have voted and entrusted you to put our business interest
first!! I’d like an answer that is transparent, not filled with political dou-

ble talk, but I won’t hold my breath!”
The writer of the Facebook post
was referring to an article published
in “Marijuana Business Daily”, a
publication that I had never heard
of, which is not surprising as I do
not use marijuana and I certainly
am not interested in becoming involved in any business dealing with
marijuana, medical or otherwise.
Upon reading the article for myself,
I came to the conclusion that the
content was suspect, yet the PLP
member was quick to denounce
Premier Burt, rather than the publisher of the article.

In My Opinion
By LaVerne Furbert

The PLP, under the leadership of
David Burt, has been in power since
July 2017, not yet two years. One
only needs to peruse the Party’s 2017
Election Platform to see if they are
on course with the promises they
made, although there is the school of
thought that people did not vote for
the PLP because of their Platform
Had that particular post been a promises, but rather because of the
“one-off ” for that member, I would racial rhetoric mouthed by candinot have been really concerned, dates during the election campaign.
however that particular member has I for one attended all pre-election
a habit of publicly criticizing Pre- PLP rallies and I cannot recall any
mier Burt, knowing that the mem- candidate addressing the topic of
bers of the particular Facebook page race at the time. But, it is possible
that he uses to vent his frustrations that I missed something.
is basically an anti-PLP site.
It is no secret that Bermuda is in
Unfortunately, the person of whom debt and the government must find
I speak is not alone in his criticism ways to reduce the debt. I don’t
of the PLP generally, and Premier deal in high finance and I am not
Burt in particular. There are other an accountant and mathematics
Facebook users who are extremely is certainly not my forte. In fact,
critical of Premier Burt, and more it took me eight years to graduate
often than not these persons are in from Bermuda College because I
the same demographic as Premier just could not pass the assigned
Burt – 40ish, Black, college-educat- math classes. However, persistence
ed, and male, although every now paid off and I eventually passed the
and then there are young, Black required classes. What I do know
women who side with their Black is that the only way to reduce debt
male peers. While these political is to make payments on the prinpundits are extremely critical of the cipal of the amount owed, which
PLP, they make no criticism of the will in turn reduce the interest due.
For private individuals, the way to
OBA which I find interesting.
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Dr. Brown’s Lawyer Complains to Governor about Actions of Police Officer

The background to these events is
the BPS raids on Bermuda Healthcare Services and the Brown-Darrell
Clinic on 11 and 12 February 2017
during which hundreds of confidential patient files were seized. An
application for judicial review challenging the lawfulness of the Special
Procedure Warrants authorising the
raids was lodged with the Supreme
Court on 11 February 2017 as a result of which Mr. Justice Hellman
issued an Order that, inter alia, “The
1st Respondent [the Commissioner
of the Bermuda Police Service] is not
to review the content of the material
seized, save in so far as is necessary for
the purpose of copying the material.”

Services and the Brown-Darrell Clinic]. Copying of any uncopied material
is permitted, but shall be carried out by
staff not involved in the investigation
of the offences alleged ...
The judicial review of the lawfulness
of the raids on 11 and 12 February 2017 is still pending and neither of Mr. Justice Hellman’s orders
has been terminated or varied . The
copying of the material seized was
completed by mid-April 2017.

It therefore follows that no member
of the BPS, in particular any officer involved in the investigation of
Dr. Brown, is allowed to access the
highly confidential, sensitive patient
On 13 February 2017, Mr. Justice material seized on 11 and 12 FebruHellman issued a further order, ary 2017, or in any way to use it for
complementing the one made two the purposes of this investigation.
days earlier. In so far as is relevant, To do so would be sanctionable as a
this Order clarified that:
contempt of court. There is no ambiguity about this; indeed, the BPS
The 1 Respondent whether by himself, is now applying to the Supreme
serving members of the Bermuda Police Court to have Mr. Justice Hellman’s
Service. servants, agents or whosoever orders varied to allow them to have
otherwise is prohibited from review- experts analyse patient files seized.
ing and or utilizing for the purpose of
their investigation, all and any mate- Against this background, we were
riall seized from [Bermuda Healthcare very concerned to learn that on 5 Oc4 THE WORKERS VOICE JANUARY 31, 2019

(continued from page 1)

tober 2018, CI Tomkins approached
a patient of Bermuda Healthcare
Services and the Brown-Darrell
Clinic at the patient’s place of work
and without any advance notice. CI
Tomkins requested a conversation
in private and proceeded to make
several allusions to the fact that the
patient’s file was in the police’s possession and commented on the state
of the patient ‘s health. Clearly making use of the patient’s discomfort at
being confronted with a police officer with at least some knowledge
of confidential and highly sensitive
information about the patient’s heal
CI Tomkins proceeded to elicit information concerning the steps taken by the patients affected by the
BPS’ seizure of Bermuda HealthCare Services and the Brown-Darrell Clinic.
As you will be aware, the BPS is
investigating the suggestion that
Dr. Brown has benefited from
fraudulent over-prescription of diagnostic tests carried out at Bermuda Healthcare Services and the
Brown-Darrell Clinic. The patient
confronted by CI Tomkins has never consented to the use of medical
information by the BPS
CI Tomkins’s acts on 5 October
2018 raise the clear and concerning
possibility that (1) he has accessed
confidential and sensitive patient
information seized on 11-12 February 2017, and (2) used this information in an attempt to put
pressure on a patient and potential
witness to assist the BPS’ investigation. If either of these possibilities
is substantiated, it would represent
a wilful violation of the Orders of
(continue on page 11)

The Cayman influence
on Bermuda
I make reference to “the Cayman
influence on Bermuda” because
there is an element in Bermuda
who would like to see Bermuda take
a similar path as the Caymans,
complete with the overwhelming
control of a British governor as the
Cayman constitution gives him
much control over the political
affairs of the country.
There is also the demographic
change which sees a foreign population which now outnumbers
the Cayman Islanders. And they
have already seen their influence
when the government attempted to
change the tax law some time back
which they objected to and which
the governor vetoed. Although
Bermuda’s British governor has
similar powers he can veto any law
passed in Bermuda’s Parliament.
But Bermudians still outnumber
the foreign population here,
and therefore Bermuda’s foreign
population cannot exercise the same
type of influence that they do in
the Caymans.
But recently two court cases may
indicate a change in that situation

involving so-called “belongers”.
One court case upheld the right
of a Bermuda resident to represent
Bermuda in an international sports
meet, claiming the person was a
so-called “belonger”.
Another
case involved a school girl who did
not have Bermuda status but held
a job in a beauty salon without a
work permit. The term “Bermuda
belonger” was not used but the huge
fine handed down was overturned.
There was another case involving
a British police officer who felt
he should get a promotion over a
Bermudian and he won. With all
these cases it seems to have settled
that Bermuda is not an independent
country and remains a British
overseas territory.
Bermudians are not naturally
anti-foreigner; we have always
shared this country with nonBermudians, but the white power
elite have always used the foreigner
against the natural national interests
of the born Bermudian, mostly the
black Bermudian who form the
majority population in this country.
We have had to fight against all

THE OTHER
ALTERNATIVE

By Alvin Williams
types of schemes and policies which
have attempted to deny us those
rights; but there is no doubt that
the relationship between the
Bermudian, in particular the born
Bermudian, is coming under strain
and that is why we blocked the
parliament to reinforce those rights.
Who can forget the two OBA
politicians in the Senate who tried
to claim that there is no such thing
as a Bermudian and it seems recent
court decisions are an attempt to
reinforce that.
So until we become an independent
country in our own right we as
born Bermudians will have to put
up with the question as to who
is a Bermudian and have that
constantly challenged. Which
means we will have to fight to
reinforce that right and settle the
question once and for all. n
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Premier Burt Opens Office in Brussels

Premier the Hon. David Burt, JP,
MP, officially opened Bermuda’s
new Overseas Office in Brussels.
The Premier welcomed the guests
and said: “We are excited to be here
in the heart of the European Union
to deepen the relationships between
the Government of Bermuda, The
European Union Institutions, and
member states.
“This new office will allow for us
to increase the engagement not
only with EU institutions but also
with business located in Europe
who want to learn more about our
unique market, explore the advantages of doing business in Bermuda
and more importantly those that
want to invest in our economy. Bermuda has a long history of constructive engagement with the European
Union, which is crystalized by the
fact that we are one of but a handful of jurisdictions that have EU
Solvency 2 Equivalence. The past
year has witnessed constructive en6 THE WORKERS VOICE JANUARY 31, 2019

gagement on the issue of economic
substance, which culminated in
Bermuda passing into law the
Economic Substance Act 2018.
“This important piece of legislation addressed economic substance
concerns raised by the European
Union’s Code of Conduct Group.
We are confident that this legislation
meets the criteria necessary to
keep Bermuda off any list of noncooperative tax jurisdictions – and
re-affirms the positive relationship
between Bermuda and the EU.
“But what the engagement has also
proven is the need to have constant engagement with the EU and
not just shuttle diplomacy. I am
pleased to announce that the Hon.
Renee Webb, Former Minister of
the Government of Bermuda will
serve as our Brussels representative. She brings a wealth of knowledge and experience in European
Affairs and I am confident she will
accomplish the goal of deepen-

ing ties. Additionally, through our
internship programme a Bermudian
young person will have an opportunity to shadow the Ms. Webb here in
Brussels, thus gaining invaluable
experience on the world stage.
“As we continue our efforts to
protect and strengthen Bermuda’s
economy and drive economic
growth, I am sure our presence here
will do just that. We are looking
forward to the added value our
Brussels office will provide.”
The Premier was joined by the
Minister of National Security, the
Hon. Wayne Caines, JP, MP, Ms.
Renee Webb, Roland (Andy) Burrows, Chief Executive Officer of the
Bermuda Business Development
Agency (BDA), Ms. Kimberley
Durrant, Bermuda Government,
UK Representative and Ms. Sylvia
Millot Head of Development Corporation Unit with responsibility for
Overseas Countries and Territories
within the European Commission. n

Bermuda’s Youth Must Have Every Opportunity
to Participate in the Economy
By Senator Jason Hayward
As the government seeks to grow
and diversify our economy, we must
ensure that our youth have every
opportunity to be full participants
in the economy of today and tomorrow’s Bermuda. Whether it is ensuring the education system has the
resources to be effective, expanding access to higher education with
more funding for scholarships and
grants or ensuring we have strategies to transition our youth into the
workforce through the implementation of the National Workforce Development Plan, the Government is
working hard to ensure that as the
economy grows Bermudians will
not be left behind.
Just a few months ago the Government promised our youth and
their families that we would: Revive
the Cabinet internship programme
to secure fresh Bermudian talent for
careers in the Civil Service, and create opportunities for young Bermudians based in London, Brussels and
Washington DC to shadow the government’s representatives and gain
invaluable experience on the world
stage.
Last week, the Premier announced the fulfilment of that
pledge unveiling three programmes”

1. The Workforce Development
‘Enhanced Programme,” where
the top 5 Bermudian undergraduate summer student applicants will
be assigned to the Cabinet office.
There they will work on significant
projects in the area of policy and
strategy toward the delivery of the
government’s agenda to deliver a
better, fairer Bermuda Government.
They will also have the opportunity to serve in areas that match their
areas of interest or course of study
within the civil service
2.
The Summer Internship
Programme, where three Bermudian postgraduate or Master’s Degree candidates will be assigned to
our overseas offices for up to twelve
weeks.
3. Leadership Scholars, where
the top students at Cedarbridge

Academy and The Berkeley Institute will be invited to accompany
the Premier and the Bermuda delegation to the Heads of Government meeting in Caricom later this
year. There they will experience
first-hand, the critical meetings and
discussions that take place at these
annual gatherings.
These initiatives re-enforce the
Government’s commitment to support our youth and young adults,
by providing them with first-class
opportunities that will assist them
in developing their skill sets and
gaining valuable workplace experiences, setting them on pathways to
successful and fulfilling careers.
We believe that Bermudians
must come first in our own country
and that we cannot make the mistakes of the past where economic
successes left Bermudians sidelined. To us, a better, fairer Bermuda means our children have the
education, experience and tools to
get hired, advance and run our own
companies right here in Bermuda.
Today, with the fulfilment of this
promise and the creation of new
opportunities for our youth, we are
another step further along the road
towards a better, fairer Bermuda. n
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When ‘no’ means ‘no’ – The Essence of a
complaint of Sexual Harassment
How a person declines a sexual invitation, or refuses to respond to
interest of a sexual nature, is one of
the most controversial aspects of a
claim for sexual harassment. Did
the victim say ‘no’ to the advances of
the other person? Should a victim of
sexual harassment be required to tell
the person pursuing him/her “I’m
not interested in you?” When does
“No, I’m not interested in your advances”, really mean ‘no’, and what
does the law have to say about this
difficult subject?
In this second of three articles on
sexualharassment, we will look
at the following important issues
which arise when someone tries to
prove sexual harassment:
I. Was the sexual harassment
unwelcome behavior?
II.
Has the sexual harassment
behavior created a poisonous work
environment?
III. What does the law say pertaining to an individual not responding
to sexual advances that results in job
related consequences?
I.
Was the sexual harassment
unwelcome behavior?
The most important feature in a
claim for sexual harassment is that
the sexual conduct was neither
requested nor solicited by the
complainant.

Delroy Duncan

Conduct will be considered unwelcome, if the employee did not ask or
incite the sexual advances.
In the United States Supreme Court
case Meritor Savings Bank v Vinson
1986, the Court said that voluntary
participation in sexual harassment
should not be confused with the
conduct being welcome. The Court
said” in sexualharassment cases,
it is the question of welcomed or
unwelcome sexual advances on
which the determination hinges,
not the question of whether sexual
advances were voluntarily tolerated
by the victim”.

The Supreme Court went on to
say that voluntary participation in
acts of sexual harassment is not a
defense to a claim of sexual-harassment and may not be used by the
supervisor or employer to prevent a
sexual harassment claim from being
Whether the conduct Yr.IS invited successful. An employee may volunor uninvited is important. Sexual tarily participate in sexual conduct,
conduct only becomes unlawful which is unwelcome, because they
when it is unwelcome or uninvited. fear losing their job.
8 THE WORKERS VOICE JANUARY 31, 2019

A controversial topic is whether
provocative dress worn by a victim,
resulting in sexual advances, is
relevant in determining whether
that victim found sexual advances
unwelcome. A rational approach
to this issue would suggest that
provocative dress is irrelevant in
deciding whether the victim
found
the
sexual
advances
unwelcome. However, on the
contrary, Canadian Courts and
tribunals have considered that this
type of evidence may prove the
sexual advances were welcome.
Another
controversial
topic
concerns active participation by the
complainant in the sexual conduct.
For example, by making sexual
remarks and telling sexual jokes,
a Court or tribunal may take this
active participation to mean, the
sexual advances were welcome.
A safe approach for any person
subjected to unwelcome sexual advances is to give a dear indication
that the advance or conduct was unwelcome before making a complaint.
However, dear notice is not essential
before making a complaint of sexual
harassment. It is sufficient for the
complainant to clearly establish
disapproval of the sexual advances by
their expression, conduct, behavior,
body movement or language.
II. Has the sexual harassment
behavior created a poisonous work
environment?
If a person works in an environment
(continue on page 9)

When ‘no’ means ‘no’ – The Essence of a complaint of Sexual Harassment
where sexual-harassment is tolerated in any of its forms, then that work
environment may be considered
poisonous. (In the third and final
article on this topic, I will consider
the liability of an employer who is
responsible for a work environment
in which sexual harassment has
taken place).

environment? The first thing to consider is that the atmosphere of the
work place is a term or condition of
employment, just as much as hours
of work or rates of pay. The law
considers terms and conditions of
employment include the emotional
and psychological circumstances in
the work place.

(continued from page 8)

the poisoned work environment is
so important in sexual harassment
cases, in which the employee claims
they have been constructively dismissed. In a previous article published in the Workers Voice, sexual
harassment was identified as a basis
for a claim for constructive dismissal.

Job-related consequences often ocThe poisoned work environment If you attend work and are required cur when sexual harassment is initheory was fir t adopted in the case to accept unwarranted and unwel- tiative by someone with power over
of Bundy v Jackson decided in the come demands of a sexual nature, a person with less power. The law
Courts of the United States. The this is an intrusion upon your sex- describes the situation as a quid
theory was taken from race cas- ual dignity. This is a poisoned work pro quo. In these situations an employee is forced to choose between
es in which the Com-r said racial environment.
participating in sexual conduct and
discrimination often takes place
in a discriminatory environment. The Courts have said the follow- losing an employment benefit. In
The theory was later accepted by ing factors will help to determine Ontario, Canada the Human Rights
the Courts of Canada. In Bermu- whether a work environment is Code specifically prohibits jobrelated rewards or punishments in
da, the poisoned work environment poisonous or hostile:
theory was taken from Canadian The frequency of the discriminatory exchange for sexual favor by persons
in authority.
case law and approved by the conduct;
Supreme Court in 2006 in the case The severity of the sexual harassment;
of Harris V Thorne and Rice.
Whether the sexual harassment Section 9 (1) of the 1981 Human
unreasonably interferes with any em- Rights Act protects employees
in the Bermuda work place from
In the United States Supreme Court ployees’ work performance.
employers adopting the practice of
decision Harris v Forklift Systems
Inc. the Court said “A discriminatory III. What does the law say pertain- quid pro quo. Employers are proabusive work environment, even ing to an individual not respond- hibited from abusing their position
one that does not seriously affect ing to sexual advances that results of authority for the purpose of sexually harassing their employees.
employees’ psychological well- in job-related consequences?
being, can and often will detract
from employees’ Job performance, It is often difficult for the victim The source material for this article
discourage
employees from of sexual harassment to confront is the 2006 Bermuda Supreme case
remaining on the job, or keep them their harasser, particularly when the Harris v. Rice and Thorne and the
from advancing in their careers.”
harasser is their employer. The Third Edition of the work Sexual
employee often fears losing his/ Harassment in the Workplace by
So what is a poisonous work her job. This is why the theory of Aggarwal and Gupta. n
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Corrections Recognize Officers
with Promotion Ceremony
Those promoted include:
Assistant Commissioner
Phillip Downie
Chief Officer Ryan Belboda
Chief Officer Sandra Gomes
Chief Officer Dwight Richards
Principal Officer DeOnie Furbert
Principal Officer April Ming
Principal Officer Gladwin Simons
Principal Officer Winette Thomas
Principal Officer Scott Turner
Divisional Officer Quincy Caines
Divisional Officer James Codrington
Divisional Officer Dominic Franklin
Divisional Officer Daron Harvey
Divisional Officer Derek Ingram
Divisional Officer Darren Pitcher
Divisional Officer Marvin Trott
Divisional Officer Nelson Simons
Divisional Officer Michelle Wilkinson
Divisional Officer Doreen Zuill

Photo: Bottom Row L-R 1st row D. Harvey, Q. Caines, D. Franklin 2nd row W. Thomas, A/Comm., D. Furbert 3rd row Comm. Lt. Col. Lamb E. 4th row
M. Trott, A. Ming, D. Pitcher 5th row M. Wilkinson, P. Downie, J. Codrington 6th row D.Zuill, R. Belboda, N. Simons 7th row D. Ingram, G. Simons,
D. Richardson Last row Chaplain Kevin Santucci. Not shown: S. Gomes and S. Turner

The Department of Corrections
highlighted the promotion of 19
corrections officers, which took
place at the Clocktower Mall on
Friday, January 18, 2018.
Attending the ceremony were
senior Ministry of National Security
and Department of Corrections
officials, as well as family and friends
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of those who achieved professional
success.
At the event, it was noted
that ten officers were promoted
from Basic Officer to Divisional
Officer, five officers from Divisional
Officer to Principal Officer, three
from Principal Officer to Chief
Officer and one from Chief Officer
to Assistant Commissioner.

Today, the Acting Commissioner
of Corrections, Keeva-mae JoellBenjamin said, “The last officer
promotions were in 2014, so
this was an exciting time for the
Department of Corrections. On
behalf of the Department I
am pleased to extend my congratulations to the 19 individuals
who have reached this significant
professional milestone. They will
play a key role in not only carrying
out their respective roles as it relates
to the Commissioner’s Directive
and our Strategic Plan 18-20, but
also in fulfilling our mission of empowering inmates to be responsible
and productive citizens.” n

Lots of Friendly Fire
Aimed at PLP
(continued from page 8)

accomplish this is usually by way of
a second income, however, for governments it is more complicated
and more often than not it means
increasing taxes which is what the
current government is now proposing. Of course, some people are
unhappy about having to pay more
taxes which means a decrease in
their income.
In my opinion, the PLP Government cannot, and will not please all
of the people all of the time. But, as
I see it, Premier Burt and his team
are doing all that they can to make
Bermuda better and fairer for all. n

Dr. Brown’s Lawyer
Complains to Governor about
Actions of Police Officer
(continued from page 4)

Mr. Justice Hellman of 11 and 13
February 2017. In any event, and
independently of the provenance of
CI Tomkins’s information on this
patient, it was clearly highly inappropriate to use that information in
order to put pressure on the patient
to provide information.
Your Excellency, as governor you are
ultimately responsible for the BPS,
which includes ensuring its officers
conduct themselves in accordance
with the BPS Code of Conduct. In
this regard, there is a distinct possibility that CI Tomkins is guilty of
gross misconduct and possibly also
contempt of court. We therefore request that you direct an expeditious
inquiry of this incident by the Police
Complaints Authority for violation
of the BPS Code of Conduct, and
that CI Tomkins be removed from

the investigation into Dr. Brown
pending the outcome of the PAC’s
inquiry. We will provide any assistance we are able to the PCA’s inquiry.
We have written to the Director of
Public Prosecutions to request that
he take appropriate steps as a consequence of the incident involving
CI Tomkins as well as prior unjustifiable, underhand and unlawful acts
by the BPS in the conduct of the
investigation of Dr. Brown.
More broadly, however, your responsibility for the BPS extends
to ensuring that its regrettably diminishing resources are deployed in
accordance with the public interest.
Despite a massive expenditure of
scarce police resources over several
years, there is no concrete evidence
of medical malpractice. Rather, as
Chief Justice Kawaley has pointed
out, “[o)ne complaint of unnecessary testing ... had been investigated and found not to have
been proved by the Bermuda Medical Society in 2014.” This needs
to be viewed in the context again
addressed by Kawaley, CJ: “complex
criminal fraud cases not involving
obvious dishonesty (such as cases based
on false invoices) are notoriously
difficult to prove” .1
It is also important to note that the
BPS investigation has been conducted in the face of resolute opposition from the patients affected. No
patient of a clinic run by Dr. Brown
has ever complained of the quality of the medical care provided. In
fact, all but a few of the patients of
Bermuda Healthcare Services and
the Brown-Darrell Clinic whose records were affected by the raids on
11-12 February 2017 (including the

patient approached by CI Tomkins)
have taken the significant step of
formally intervening in the judicial
review proceedings in support of the
applicants, and in opposition to the
BPS.
It seems clear that the lengthy pursuit of this investigation by the BPS,
despite the available evidence indicating an absence of wrongdoing
and against the stated interests of
the patients, has served as displacement for the predictable failure of
the BPS to incriminate Dr. Brown
for his actions in Government.
We therefore request that you instruct a review of the investigation
into clinics run by Dr. Brown, taking into account the time and resources consumed, the absence of
evidence, as well as the procedural
impact of a long list of established
procedural abuses by the BPS. These
circumstances, assessed fairly, inevitably lead to the conclusion that the
continuation of this unduly lengthy
and severely mishandled investigation represents an unconscionable
burden on the public purse, and is
not in the public interest.
We reserve all our client’s rights as
to the appropriate steps to take as a
consequence of this incident in the
context of the proceedings pending
before the Supreme Court and the
BPS investigation.
Your Excellency, we remain at your
disposal for any further information
or clarification.
Yours faithfully,
TROTT & DUNCAN LIMITED
Jerome Lynch QC n
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Matriarch of Belize Credit Union Movement Passes

It is with profound regret and much
sadness that we received news of
the death of Mrs. Jane Ellen PriceUsher, a Credit Union Stalwart
and Matriarch of the Credit Union
Movement in Belize, who passed
away on December 12, 2018.
Ms. Jane as she was fondly and
commonly known was a long standing member of the Holy Redeemer
Credit Union serving as its Treasurer
and CEO and gave over 65 years of
loyal, invaluable and distinguished
service to the Credit Union Movement in Belize. Born on September
5, 1917 she recently celebrated her
101st birthday and was still serving as Chief Executive Officer of
the Holy Redeemer Credit Union
(HRCU) at the time of her passing;
posting a record as the oldest living
manager in Belize and most likely the Caribbean. She joined Holy
Redeemer Credit Union as a clerk,
became its treasurer and served
as its CEO since 1956. Ms. Jane
became Director Emeritus of the
Holy Redeemer Credit Union in
2012. During her distinguished
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career at HRCU, the credit union
grew to become the largest in the
country in assets and membership.
She is one of Belize’s highly
accomplished women. From 1979
to 1989 she was a member of the
Belize House of Representative, and
served as the Minister of Housing
and Co-operatives from 1979 to
1984. From 1989 to 1993 she was
the President of the Senate.
Ms. Jane has been honoured
many times for the significant roles
she played in the development of
the local and regional credit union
movement, and for her contributions to the building of the Nation
of Belize. Some of those awards
were as follows:
In 1992, she was appointed
Commander of the British Empire
(CBE) by Queen Elizabeth II. In
2000, she received the Paul Harris
Award from the Rotary Club of
Belize. In 2001, Miss Jane was honoured with the Golden Eagle Award
from the Belize Credit Union
League for outstanding service to
the credit union movement. That

same year she was also honoured
by the Belize Business Bureau
for her contributions to women’s
development in business.
In 2012, she received the
Distinguished Service Award from
the Jamaica Co-operative Credit
Union League. Ms. Jane was
awarded an Honorary Doctorate by
Galen University in 2013 for her
long service to citizens of Belize,
and the significant role she played
in the development of the Holy
Redeemer Credit Union (HRCU).
In 2016, HelpAge Belize threw
a gala in her honour, saluting her
many achievements.
In recognition of her many
accomplishments and contributions,
her life-long contributions to
economic empowerment and dedicated public service, the United States
Embassy Belize declared Dr. Jane
Usher as the 2017 Woman of the Year.
Her passing is undoubtedly an
immeasurable and irreplaceable
loss to the HRCU and to the wider
community of Belize in general.
We at Caribbean Confederation of
Credit Unions (CCCU) would like
to record our sincere appreciation
for her sterling contribution to the
development of HRCU in particular and the Belize CU Movement
in general. She gave selflessly to the
Credit Union Movement and lived
the credit union prayer, bringing
hope to those with whom she made
contact.
On behalf of the Board,
Management and staff of the
Confederation and the wider
regional Credit Union Movement,
we wish to extend sincere condolences to the League Board and its
constituent credit unions.n
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ZEALOUSLY RELIGIOUS BUT WITHOUT GOD
Many people today are erroneously satisfied with their faith and religion and feel so
sure they are on the right path. They are against anyone who tells them otherwise.
Some of them are so irrational that even when they are told the truth, they will not
accept it.
The saddest part of it all is that they claim to believe the Bible as God’s word;
but, ironically, rather than obeying God’s commandments, they succumb to
human doctrines and creeds.
Open-minded Study of God’s Word
One must have an open-mind, ready to hear God’s word, obey it and prove it. The
Bereans “were more noble than those of Thessalonica, in that they received the word
with all readiness of mind and searched the Scriptures daily, whether those
things (they heard) were so (Acts 17:11).
Jesus once said, “Not everyone that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall
enter into the kingdom of heaven, but he that doeth the will of my Father who
is in heaven. Many will say unto me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied
in Thy name? And in Thy name cast out devils? And in Thy name done many wonderful
works? And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you: depart from me, ye that
work iniquity” (Matthew 7:21-23). Our Lord Jesus Christ here described people who
would be satisfied that they are serving the Heavenly Father, but because their religious
beliefs and activities are not a part of the Father’s will, He will tell them, I never knew
you.” So, you can be religiously zealous, and lost!
The Commandments of Men
Jesus said, “This people draweth nigh unto me with their mouth, and honoureth
me with their lips; but their heart is far from me. But in vain the do worship me,
teaching for Doctrines the commandments of men” (Matthew 15:8, 9).
Here Jesus stresses plainly the cause of vain worship - when we practice that which
men authorize, our worship is vain. Later down in the same chapter, His disciples told
Him that one of the Jewish religious sects, the Pharisees, were offended at His sayings.
Jesus replied, “Every plant, which my Heavenly Father hath not planted,
shall be rooted up. Let them alone: they be blind leaders of the blind. And if
the blind dead the blind, both shall fall into the ditch” (Matthew 5:13, 14). Jesus was
talking about an ordinary plant, but about religious sects. He was not talking was
not talking about literally blind people, but religious leaders who are blind to
the truth. It is sad to note today that religiously blind leaders quote these passages
also to drive home their false teachers. But be warned that if you do ot diligently prove
your faith with God’s word, the false leader and those who are led by THEM will both
fall into the ditch!!
II John 9: “Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in the
doctrine of Christ, hath not God. He that abideth in the doctrine of
Christ, hath both the Father the son.” Abiding in the doctrine of Christ means
“abiding within the laws, rules, regulations and practices of the New Covenant, the
last will of God for all mankind.” Please read these references in Hebrews 1:1, 2;
Galations 3:21 – 25; Hebrews 8:13 and 9:16, 17).
To have fellowship with God and His Son, we must abide in the doctrine of Christ
(II John 9). Can you prove your belief and practice of the Word of God? Let us, in the
light of this passage, consider some very simple and basic beliefs and practices:
1. Is observing and celebrating Christmas, the first day of the year, Easter, Good
Friday, Holy Michael Day, Ash Wednesday, Lent, Palm Sunday, Harvest, Feast of
the Tabernacles, Pilgrimage, Men’s/Women’s Day, Prayer Breakfasts etc., part of

the doctrine of Christ? No! If the answer to this question is yes, please state from
your Bible where Jesus, the Apostles or the early disciples observed such feasts.
2. Is sprinkling for baptism a part of the doctrine of Christ? If you say it is of Christ,
please state where sprinkling was practiced during Christ’s earthly ministry, or by
the Apostles and the early disciples.
3. Is it a part of the doctrine of Christ that His followers wear titles like: Reverend Father, Reverend Mother, Archbishop, Cardinal, Pope, General, Senior Apostle, General Overseer, Founder, and such like? If this is a part of His doctrine, please state
where Christ, or His apostles and the early believers wore such titles in your Bible!
4. Is it a part of the doctrine of Christ that we have women evangelists, women
pastors, women elders, etc.? Please state where you find such doctrine in the
New Testament!
5. Is beating drums, playing in a band, picking the guitar, clapping hands and dancing in worship services a part of the doctrine of Christ? We are not talking about
Judaism (Old Testament), but about New Testament). Please state where
Christ, His Apostles and the early Disciples used mechanical instruments of
music in New Testament worship. Ignorance of the fact that we live under the
New Testament makes some people quote passages from the Psalms in the Old
Testament in an effort to justify their practice.
6. Is kneeling down before an altar and paying homage to a graven image, and
making the sign of the cross, a part of the doctrine of Christ? If you say yes, state
where Christ, his Apostles or disciples did so in the New Testament! Remember,
believers are to keep away from idols (1 John 5:21).
7. Is worshiping in temples/churches (buildings) a part of the teaching of Christ.
If you say yes, please state where Christ commanded the early disciples did so in
the New Testament! Remember that God does not dwell in temples made with
hands – Acts 17:24. Temple worship was a part of the law of Moses which was
abolished!
8. What about the wearing of special robes, and a literal cross about one’s neck – are
these also a part of the doctrine of Christ? Please prove what you believe about
this from your Bible!
9. Are funerals a part of the doctrine of Christ? No! If your answer to this question is yes, please state from your Bible where Jesus, the Apostles or the early
disciples attended any funerals. Did Jesus have a funeral? Please read Matthew
27:57 – 60.
10. Is saluting to a flag a part of the doctrine of Christ? No!! If you answer yes to
this question, please state from your Bible where Jesus, the apostles, the early
disciples and King David saluted to the flag!
11. Is having pictures/drawings of “Jesus” a part of the Doctrine of Christ? Please
prove and what you believe about this from your Bible.
12. Is paying tithes a part of the Doctrine of Christ? Just give book, chapter and verse
(New Testament) where the Apostles and the early disciples, and not the Children
of Israel paid tithes! Reminder, God never required anyone to tithe money.
Tithe was always edible products!
13. Did Jesus command anyone to observe his birth and decorate trees? No!!
If you answer yes to this question, please prove what you believe about this from
your Bible!
			
Your questions are welcome!
			
Search the Scriptures
			
7 Stadium Heights
			
Devonshire HM 15
			
Tel. 735-1964
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HAPPY NEW YEAR

SOLUTIONS ON PAGE 2
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